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Burkhard: The International Life Of A Swiss Hotelkeeper

Ferdinand Sperl

1918-2006
The International Life of a Swiss Hotelkeeper
Marianne Burkhard OSB

Among the papers of Ferdinand Sperl there is a
small black book in which he chronicled the stages of
his life from his childhood to the 1960s. This
chronicle is very interesting as it shows first, how the
son of a hotelier was thoroughly prepared for
following in his family's footsteps as a fourth
generation hotelier, and second, how his arrival in the
United States in 1939 and the Second World War led
him to an unexpected career in military intelligence
after which he returned to his career as hotelier.
What is striking in the biography is its Ferdinand Sperl as a
international scope. Ferdinand's grandfather had young man
owned a hotel in Czechoslovakia, and his father was
the owner of a very renowned hotel in the Swiss capital of Berne and he
saw to it that his son had an excellent education, first in the humanities for
5 years, then in a commercial school which as ecole superieure was on the
same academic level as the gymnasium which prepares students for entering
universities in Europe.
Traveling was also a facet in Ferdinand's education, and after WWII he
traveled every year to near and far destinations despite being fully involved
in managing and continuously upgrading the Hotel Pere Marquette in Peoria
and being involved in various associations. Ferdinand Sperl retired from the
Hotel Pere Marquette in 1978 and then began a new career as real estate
broker from his home. He also chronicled his experiences in the US military
for his military colleagues in an unpublished typescript of about 400 pages
from which his widow allowed us to copy a few selections.
Throughout his life Ferdinand Sperl remained at heart a Swiss using his
Bernese dialect with the Swiss in Peoria and returning again and again to
the land of his roots until a few years before his death. Yet he always was
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also a citizen of the world, being conversant in several languages - German,
French, Italian, English -, interested in politics and finances, reading The
New York Times every morning and only stopping to learn new things in the
last few years of his life.

Biography
Franz Peter Ferdinand Sperl was born on June 6, 1918 in the Hotel
Bristol in Bern which was owned by his father Johann Baptist Sperl
(1874-February 1969) who was a citizen of Bolligen, Canton Bern. His
mother, Martha Barbara Helfer (1882-June 1969), came from Murten. The
couple also had a daughter Gertrude (born 1909).
Since Ferdinand's parents were busy with the management of the hotel,
Ferdinand had a nanny, Rosa Schumacher, from birth until he was 12 in
1930. Born in the year of the terrible influenza epidemic, he almost died as
an infant in 1919. From 1924-1928 he attended kindergarten and the first
four grades in a private school in Bern. As was the custom in the Canton of
Bern, he entered a public gymnasium in fifth grade in 1929; this was also
the year when his parents retired and moved to a suburb of Bern. Ferdinand
began taking piano lessons in second grade, in 1929 he also became a boy
scout. In 4 th grade children in the Canton of Berne began to study French,
in 7 th grade they began to study English. Ferdinand excelled in mathematics,
and in 1932 he won a medal in a skiing competition with the boy scouts.
His father, who had been born in a small town in Bohemia, Bischof
Teinitz, took his son on a trip to Regensburg, Pilsen, Bischof Teinitz,
Munich, the Chiemsee and the castles of Ludwig II of Bavaria. In the spring
of 1933 Ferdinand graduated from the Progymnasium and entered the
Gymnasium. This was followed by a trip to Ttibingen, Stuttgart and
Karlsruhe in Germany, the Vosges mountains and Alsace in France.
Early Training
In 1934 he left the Gymnasium in Bern after one year and transferred
to the Ecole Superieure de Commerce in French-speaking Neuchatel.
Apparently he was a bright student because he was able to do a whole year
during the spring and summer of 1934, so he entered the third year in the
fall of 1934. In his fourth year he worked on a competitive dissertation on
the topic of the Hotel Industry in Switzerland for which he won a first prize
at his graduation in June 1936. At the same time he also took first prize in
rowing in a crew of eight. His parents also took him on a trip to Belgium
and the World Fair in Brussels.
Although his father had been a hotel owner, his son had to learn all the
different tasks of hotel work from the bottom up. In 1936/37 he first was a
cooking apprentice and a cook at the Bellevue Palace Hotel in Bern where
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol45/iss1/2
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he was part of the crew that served Queen Wilhelmina of Holland, the Duke
of Windsor and King Farouk of Egypt. In the summer of 1937 he began the
military training which is obligatory for every able-bodied Swiss man; he
was stationed with the Anti-Tank Artillery unit in Thun (BE) but became
ill and was given leave. In the fall his father took him to Paris and then to
London where he started to work as a waiter at the Hotel Royale which was
part of Imperial Hotels Ltd. In 1938 he transferred to the Hotel Imperial as
room clerk, then to the Dorchester Hotel where he first worked as waiter in
the Grill Room, then became the comptroller. During his time in London he
also took trips to Liverpool, Brighton and some other British cities. In the
fall of 1938 he returned to Switzerland through Holland, Amsterdam and
Frankfurt, Germany.
After only ten days at home he went to Genoa, Italy to work as room
clerk at the Hotel Colombia, a hotel which was part of the Italian Company
of Grand Hotels, CIGA. In 1939 he transferred to Venice working in the
front office of the Reale Danieli Hotel and at the Hotel Excelsior at the Lido
(the beach island of Venice). In August he was recalled for his military
service in Switzerland where he finished his basic training in October. Then
he received leave to go to the United States as an exchange student in a
program of Cornell University's Hotel School.
After having visited a friend in Genoa, he embarked on an Italian ship
for his trip via Naples to New York. He did some sightseeing in New York,
then visited the family of a professor at Cornell University whose son was
to be an exchange student in the same program in Switzerland, and by
Christmas he was in Chicago where he began to work as mail clerk at the
Hotel Stevens (later the Conrad Hilton), 'the World's Largest Hotel.' In
early spring of 1940 he was promoted to the Catering Office. In the summer
he took a trip to Niagara Falls, New York and Atlantic City. He also met
Miriam Eliezer who was to become his wife. In 1941 he bought a small,
three-year old 6-cylinder Ford for $ 225.00; he also took out papers to
become a citizen.
A New life in the US Military
Sperl was drafted and told that he was to report to Camp Grant in
Rockford, Illinois, on Monday, December 8, 1941 ! In January 1942 he was
sent to Ft. Monmouth in New Jersey where the signal intelligence was
located. Because of his linguistic abilities and especially because of his
knowledge of Italian, he was trained as a cryptanalyst. He married Miriam
on a furlough weekend in New York in February 1942.
Twice he was sent to Officer School and twice he was removed because
he was not a citizen, but eventually became an American citizen in June. In
the summer he was promoted to corporal, then completed Officer School at
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2020
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Camp Davis in North Carolina and graduated as 2 nd Lieutenant on
Christmas Day when he was already the father of a daughter born in
November.
In 1943 he had to report to Ft. Eustis in Virginia, then was an
Intelligence Officer of an Automatic Weapons Anti-Aircraft Battalion in Ft.
Sheridan near Chicago. He also was given intelligence training at Camp
Ritchie in the Maryland Blue Ridge Mountains, became an assistant
instructor and was promoted to 1st Lieutenant before being sent to Great
Britain in September 1943.

Wartime Service in England and Europe
In Britain he was assigned to the Combined Services Detailed Strategic
Intelligence Center (CSDIC) and the General Officers Prisoners Camp near
London. In 1944 he was moved to the Broadway Intelligence Staging
Center in Cotswold and promoted to commanding Officer of Interrogation
of Prisoners and assigned to HQ XII US Army Corps. He landed in
Normandy in late June 1944. Assigned to the 2 nd Cavalry division he helped
liberate Orleans, Montargis and Nancy, was promoted to Captain and given
a Bronze Star. His unit was beaten near Luneville by the 11th German
Panzer Division Offensive in the Saar region. At Christmas he experienced
the Battle of the Bulge. In October he had managed to meet his parents at
the Swiss border near the Doubs river.
In 1945 he conducted several secret missions connected with river
crossings with the 2nd Cavalry Division; they moved through Trier and
Coblenz to Frankfurt, then to Bayreuth and into the area of Pilsen in
Czechoslovakia. Stationed back in Germany, he rescued the Lipizzan horses
from the famous Hofreitschule in Vienna that had been evacuated to near
Bischof Teinitz from the advancing Russian troops and visited the graves
of his grandparents who are buried in BischofTeinitz (today Horsovy Tyn).
After May 1945 he helped organize the Intelligence Combined
Operation Center, discharged 50,000 German soldiers of the 11th Panzer
Corps, met a Russian tank division in Czechoslovakia, and in Regensburg
he was involved in organizing the XII Corps Intelligence Center and was
promoted to assistant G-2 Staff officer of XII Corps. He was able to take
two short trips to Switzerland to visit family and friends, and in December
returned to the United States.
In 1946 he was discharged with the rank of Major. Then he accepted an
offer as General Manager of the Aspen Company in Colorado. He managed
an old hotel, three apartment buildings, 18 residences, a silver mine, an old
race track etc.; he also built a ski lift. Because of difficulties with the board
he was forced to resign in December, but was given three months additional
pay.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol45/iss1/2
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A Hotel Career in the American Midwest
In late November Sperl took over the management of the Hotel
Lafayette in Rockford , Illinois , where he was able to increase the business
in 1947 and joined the Boss Hotels company of Des Moines , Iowa. A
second daughter was born, and he finished a textbook on "Military
Intelligence Interrogation Methods, Techniques and Procedures" which was
"accepted for confidential distribution." In 1948 he was called back to
active duty in the Pentagon for a course in strategic intelligence and was
also appointed Officer in Charge of Intelligence survey by 5th Army for
Northern Illinois. He served for 4 ½ years in the Strategic Officers Reserve
Corps.
In 1949 Ferdinand's father visited his son and his family in the US, and
Ferdinand made a first investment in the Boss Hotels. In 1950 he took a
leave of absence to spend three months in Europe. He says that he made
"false starts " in hotels in Bloomington , Illinois , and Racine, Wisconsin,
until he had a "big break" and was able to lease the Hotel Pere Marquette
in Peoria in 1951. Though he had to liquidate all his assets , he made a
number of changes at the hotel, reduced the payroll and made a profit
despite unionization by 11 different locals.
In 1952 he began "in earnest" to collect cookbooks and menus. In 1953
he was elected to the Board of Directors of the Illinois Hotel Association.
In the following years he became involved in other hotels in the area, e.g.
in Decatur and Rockford , again and again expanded and modernized the
Pere Marquette and took various trips in the States , including a car trip to
Alaska with two other families , and to Europe, on to Hawaii , the Philippines
and Hong Kong, to Puerto Rico, and Mexico. He had two daughters with
his first wife, and another one with his second wife. From 1967 to 1970 he
was the executive vice president of the Boss Hotel Chain in Des Moines.
Back in Peoria he became President of the Peoria Hotel Company and
managed the Pere Marquette again until retiring in 1978. Then he joined the
Shearson Lehman Brokerage firm as vice president until retiring for the
second time in 1987.
Some Personal Reminiscences of Sperl's Work in Peoria, Illinois
Fred Novotny, a Vienna born hotel and restaurant man, worked with
Ferdinand Sperl from 1956 to 1970 as his manager and later his partner. He
described Sperl as a very interesting, hard-working man who had worked
in many great hotels around the world. He was the premier hotel man in
Peoria for three decades. He led the Hotel Pere Marquette, added a 1000
seat ballroom and remodeled the entire hotel. Many well-known guests
lodged in his special suites such as President Eisenhower, President Nixon,
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Henry Kissinger and President Reagan. He also built the new Voyager Inn,
Peoria's first motor hotel (today's Holiday Inn City Center).
One of Sperl' s great achievements was his creation of the QM Club
(from Latin Quando manducamus = when we eat). This club offered about
4 large banquets per year which became well known and were attended by
many people from Chicago and other cities as well as by hotel managers
from far away who came to experience these events. Sperl's widow still has
many of the special recipes served at the banquets; they show how
meticulously Sperl arranged everything.
Sperl and Novotny would over time change the "landscape of eating "
in Peoria where only chicken, catfish, shrimp and steak had been available.
They brought chefs from Europe to Peoria and started cooking 'real menus. '
At that time, Peoria had about 50 restaurants, 5 of which were in private
hands; today there are 500, but only 3 are in private hands, the others are all
part of large chains.
Sperl gave 100% of his energy to his work; he lived in the hotel, and so
would very often call Novotny at 9 on a Sunday morning, asking him to
come over for a little bit, but then the two would end up working most of
Sunday. He was involved in all the details of his various building projects
at the Pere Marquette and the Voyager Inn, planning all the details with the
architects. Everything had to be "100% or better." He was very strict in
what he expected from his staff. For many it was at first difficult to
understand why a fork had to be on the left or the right or why they had to
come to work with polished shoes. Yet they all learned very much from
him; he was a good teacher. And it was good to work with him when you
took your work seriously.
He was a hotel keeper and owner in
the best old tradition: he was most
hospitable, loved to talk to customers, he
knew what customers wanted and what
they should get. He always took their
concerns and complaints seriously and
could not understand why some hotel
managers did not want to talk to
customers when they had complaints.
Sperl and Novotny played a lot of
squash to stay fit for their hard work.
When they both retired, they became very
close friends. As a business leader in
Peoria for many years Ferdinand Sperl
was highly respected in the Peoria
Ferdinand Sperl 1918-2006
community as well as by his guests.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol45/iss1/2
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Excerpts from Sperl's Memoirs
In the following pages we are printing some excerpts from Sperl' s memoirs
of his time in the American military. In his text Sperl often switches back
and forth between using the pronouns Uwe and he.
In the USA
During the Second World War, Sperl's native country Switzerland was
surrounded and stood isolated. Wanting to get married, he was hoping to
advance in his profession in the United States and find a more responsible
job. This proved to be difficult because a wave of patriotism throughout the
USA did not favor foreigners.
Thus it came about that he took out his 'first papers,' preliminary to his
becoming a citizen a few years later. Imagine his surprise when just three
weeks thereafter he received a form letter through the mail telling him that
he had become eligible for the draft and that his number had been drawn for
induction into the US Army. Draftees had to do military service for just one
year and he was to report on a Wednesday.
At War!
The Sunday before that Wednesday he had been visiting with Miriam in the
apartment of her parents and they were talking about getting married
quickly before Fred was to leave for the Army. Since there was a three-day
waiting period with blood tests required in Illinois, we called the
information service of the Chicago Tribune to find out whether this
requirement was also the law in the adjoining states of Wisconsin and
Indiana. Usually, the information service at the Tribune answered promptly.
This time, the ringing on the switchboard seemed endless.
Finally, the operator's voice cut in, "Please hold on. I'll be with you in
a moment." Again there was a long waiting period. All of a sudden, a click
signaled that the connection had been made, but it was a cross connection.
A strange voice asked the operator, "Is it true that the Japanese have
attacked Pearl Harbor?" "Yes," the operator answered, "we don't have
details but it is true. We seem to be at war with the Japanese."
This ended our thoughts of getting married before being inducted into
the Army. On Wednesday, I reported to the draft board center in downtown
Chicago and there followed two days of thorough medical examinations.
We were sworn in the following Friday. Our group of about two hundred
men was marched to the LaSalle Street Station to board coaches attached
to the Rock Island train to Rockford, Illinois.
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In the Army
It took almost four hours to cover the 85 miles. The railroads had not
yet learned to give priority to the military and we were shunted from side
to side. Finally we arrived in Rockford and were pulled on a spur directly
into Camp Grant on the outskirts of that city. It was close to 10:30 p.m. and
pitch dark. A light snow was now falling.
We had to form ranks and for the first time we faced a top sergeant who
called the roll. He was quite patient but admonished us that his attitude
would change considerably when the sun went up the next morning. We
were then marched to the barracks. I could not believe my eyes remembering my days as a soldier in Switzerland where we were issued sheets,
pillows and pillowcases. Not even the US Army had yet switched from
peacetime to a wartime footing.
From there we marched into the mess hall for dinner, our first in the
United States Army. It consisted of tomato soup, grilled butt steak , hash
browns, peas, slaw and strawberry ice cream. It was excellent except for the
coffee which was weak. At first, I believed I was in the officers' mess. It
was hard to comprehend that the United States of America was so
incredibly rich that it served even to draftee recruits sticks of butter and
white rolls for a late supper at 11:30 p.m. The next day we found out that
we were really in the Army for good.
Signal Intelligence
I stayed an unusually long time at the induction center at Camp Grant
because of a very intensive and thorough security clearance that was
conducted concerning my two years in the United States and background
in Switzerland. I was to be assigned to an Intelligence branch of the US
Army. Finally, some time during the second part of January, I was sent to
Fort Monmouth, NJ, the training center of the US Army Signal Corps.
The Signal Corps is in charge of all communications of the US Army
such as telephone, telegraph, radio transmissions, codes, ciphers and
everything of such nature. It also includes the Intelligence phase of
communications. Only the Signal Corps and the Ordnance having to do
with the procurement, manufacture etc., of all types of weapons have
separate intelligence branches. All other Army branches use intelligence
specialists from the Military Intelligence Corps and train their own S-2 and
G-2 Intelligence Sections within their units.
Fort Monmouth
Fort Monmouth was a peacetime, permanent US Army post. In part of
the camp were beautifully manicured grounds, brick buildings for both the
enlisted men's barracks and the officers' quarters, and the housing for
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol45/iss1/2
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bachelor officers, mess halls, school rooms, warehouses, PX, movie houses,
etc. A year before the camp had been greatly expanded with wooden
barracks to accommodate the draftees and National Guard who were going
to serve for one year as was the plan before Pearl Harbor.
A small top-secret compound at Fort Monmouth was referred to only
as Building 308. The several structures that were part of this complex
looked like any other barracks housing for enlisted men or like classrooms.
They were frame constructions, two stories high, but were completely
enclosed by a high barbed wire fence and were continuously patrolled. In
this compound was a section of the Second US Signal Battalion whose
headquarters had always been in Washington, DS, at Fort Myers. The
Second US Army Signal Battalion was the intelligence branch of the Signal
Corps.

Officer Candidate
In May 1942, I entered the school for officer candidates at Fort
Monmouth. After ten days I was called to the Commanding Officer and
informed that although my grades were good, they had overlooked that I
was not yet a citizen and therefore not eligible to become an officer. Back
to the ranks I went. Yet just two weeks later, Congress passed a law that
anyone in the Armed Services could become a citizen after three months.
I was sworn in as an American citizen with a group of other soldiers by the
Superior Court of New Jersey at retreat in Monmouth on June 9, 1942.
The Camp Commander, Major General van Dusen, made a very
patriotic speech on that occasion. He proclaimed his admiration for us who
were willing to draw our swords for our adopted country even before we
had become citizens. Further, he offered to help any of us if we ever
required it.
Two weeks later, I was back in Officers' School. Another two weeks
and I was again informed that since I had not yet been a citizen for the
required five years, I could not become an officer in the Signal Corps,
Ordnance, or the US Air Corps. I went directly to General van Dusen and
obtained an audience. After checking the facts with the school commander
and being reminded of his offer to help, he packed me into the general's car
and sent me to Camp Davis, NC, where I attended the Officers' School in
the Coast Artillery and was made a second lieutenant by an Act of Congress
the day before Christmas 1942.
After being assigned for three months to Fort Sheridan, Illinois, during
which time Miriam, daughter Cathy and I lived in nearby Winnetka, I was
suddenly transferred to the Combat Intelligence Camp Ritchie in the Blue
Ridge Mountains of Maryland.
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From Sperl's Time in England
Bond Street Auction
When an intelligence officer conducted a strategic interrogation, it
meant working 14 to 16 hours each day, seven days a week. Each officer
handled one to three cases concurrently, a major case and possibly one or
two less interesting or demanding ones.
When a case was completed and when we prepared for the next one, we
were able to take a day off. It was on such an occasion that my room mate,
Captain A. B. of the Royal Intelligence Corps, and I went into London one
day. He wanted to show me some of the prestigious art and auction houses
that are located on Bond Street in the West End.
It was in the early afternoon when we entered the third of such firms
and inspected the items which were exhibited and were to be auctioned later
that afternoon. A.B. was artistic in everything that he did. He was an
authority on antiques, paintings, and furniture. Most of these items were of
no interest to me because they were either too expensive or would have
been impossible to ship back to the United States during the war.
An exhibit in a glass case attracted our attention, however. The catalog
stated that it was a prayer book from the early 12th century with illuminated
script written by a monk in a British monastery. The prayer book had been
the property of a ducal family residing in London and was part of their
collection of antiques. Their manor had suffered a direct hit during the Blitz
and was completely destroyed. An art dealer bought the right to sift through
the rubble and to keep whatever he might find.
Thus, he found the prayer book. Originally it consisted of about 86
pages, but only 37 remained intact. The others were burned, tom or
completely defaced. These 37 pages were on exhibit and were exceedingly
beautiful although singed at the edges - their size approximately 3 1/4 x 5"
- on tissue-thin vellum. The writing in black India ink was exquisite and the
capital letters were all in illuminated script with additional illumination in
both left and right margins. The colors in red, blue and gold dust looked as
good as if they had just been painted, even after better than eight centuries.
I asked A.B. how much these pages might bring at auction. He replied
that it all depended on who else eight be interested in bidding on their
purchase. If the bidding became lively, the price might go to five or ten
guineas a page or more. If not, the pages might sell much cheaper. A.B.
further counseled that we should stay around in any case to see who else
might be interested and be attracted to this item.
During the next 45 minutes until the auction started, only one man came
to take a close look and make some notes. He appeared to be a business
man, dressed neatly, but obviously not very affluent. I approached him
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol45/iss1/2
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before he left the showcase. After introducing myself, I said that I was an
American officer and wanted to send a present to my bride back in the
United States. The prayer book pages were of interest to me. However, I
wanted to buy only seven of the thirty seven pages. I went on to say that I
assumed him to be a dealer who might want to bid on this item for resale.
If he would consent to sell me seven pages of the 37 on auction at his cost
if he were the high bidder, I would not bid against him and drive up the
price.
He stared at me, rather surprised at my Yankee brashness, but agreed
to the deal. During the auction that followed only one other party was
interested. My dealer purchased the 37 pages for the price of 37 guineas.
We agreed to meet in a nearby pub. A half hour later, I bought the
seven pages from him for seven guineas or the equivalent of$ 4.38 a piece.
The only extra cost to me was for two rounds of drinks which I hosted in
the pub.
Happy with my foray into the world of arts, we returned to CSDIC.
That evening I sent an airmail letter to Miriam with the seven pages
enclosed. She received them two weeks later and sent one of the pages as
a present to J. A. Jones, my good friend and former hotel manager , then
living in Chicago. The other six pages were mounted on red velvet under
glass in elegant frames by Marshall Field & Co.
The pages from the medieval past created quite a stir in the store's art
department and were exhibited in a window on State Street in Chicago. This
memento is still one of my proud possessions. In retrospect, it seems strange
that the purchase of the six pages cost me$ 26 while their framing came to
nearly $100.00. Who knows what they are worth now!

Der General Stab
In February 1944, I was called into the office of the Brigadier, the CO
of the CSDIC. He informed me that I would be transferred the next day to
another British Strategic Intelligence Operation. A.B. would accompany me
there. It was an even more secretive installation than the CSDIC and would
offer further training and experience for us.
The next morning I packed my duffle bag. We left about ten o'clock.
A. B. drove a private sedan with no markings. Few people knew about our
destination. To make certain that no one became curious and followed us,
we first went shopping in the West End of London and then had lunch. It
was somewhat of a farewell for A.B. and me.
After our celebration at the Ritz, we proceeded to our secluded
destination at the outer end of London, about 20 miles from Piccadilly
Circus. It was the top-secret Generals' Camp, referred to as the G.S.
General Stab - of General Staff.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2020
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Most of the German prisoners of war with the rank of general had been
captured in North Africa after the Tunisian front collapsed and Rommel had
evacuated Africa altogether. There were a total of 18 German generals at
that British camp. It was a rather lordly mansion with large surrounding
grounds. There, the POW s could walk and exercise. Also there were some
accessory buildings for stables, a garage, hothouses to raise flowers and
vegetables, a mechanic's shop, and everything that is customarily found on
a wealthy British estate.
The generals, who were assigned individual rooms in the mansion, were
permitted to each have an orderly, also a German prisoner of war who cared
for him. They had a reading room, a library, a dining room and all else for
comfortable living in the British countryside.
Bathrooms were not private to each room. There was about one
bathroom to every four sleeping rooms, but this was not unusual, even for
German Generals and particularly for those in captivity. From 6:30 a.m. to
11 p.m. they would move around freely as they pleased. After eleven they
were supposed to stay in their rooms.
Only Captain A. B. accompanied me to my assigned lodgings, which
were in a small village nearby. I stayed with a family and was given a
bicycle for transportation. I had to report in civilian clothes to a garage at
nine o'clock in the evening and there, A. B. said farewell to me. Promptly
at nine, a laundry truck appeared with other civilians, I climbed aboard and
we were driven inside the highly guarded compound of the camp. The
driver took us directly into the workshop. There we dismounted out of sight
of anyone who might observe this arrival from the windows of the manor.
Through an underground passage we reached a small, hidden stairway
that led to the fourth floor. There the electronic surveillance room was
located. The Commander of the Camp to whom I reported explained the
situation. He said the Generals' Camp was primarily used as a testing
ground for allied strategy and tactics. Here we had a number of battle-tested
field commanders of Hitler's army as well as General Staff officers. It was
an excellent cross section of traditional German officers and afforded us an
insight into their thinking and their reaction to various plans that were being
worked out for the invasion by the Allied High Command under
Eisenhower.
Thus, every general was kept under constant surveillance. There was
only one way to accomplish this. Two alter egos were assigned to each
general. In the operations room under the roof, the two intelligence officers
who 'watched' each general alternately would check on him day and night,
actually following him around by sound. This was accomplished by
plugging in and activating microphones as he walked on his route from
room to room, from bedroom to bath room etc.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol45/iss1/2
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The entire compound was wired with hidden microphones. These
miniature mikes were located in bedrooms near the bed, in their bathrooms,
in corridors, reading rooms, the library, even in the kitchen. They were
planted in trees and under benches in the little park around the manor where
the generals were permitted to walk and exercise at their leisure from about
9:30 in the morning until approximately 4 p.m. when it started to get dark.
We were on duty from 9 p.m. or 9:30 for a straight 24 hours. Then we
were relieved by our opposite team members. We read on the history of our
general, his background and past assignments, and also the transcripts of his
conversations with others in the past several months. We had to memorize
the layout and structure of the building.
Surveillance was accomplished through means of a huge and
complicated switchboard. We followed or 'shadowed' our subject by sound
as he moved around. Soon we identified ourselves with our general. In a
way, we felt that we were their shadows and part of their souls.
We could recognize our men by the way they ate, the noise they made
drinking, even by the way they turned the newspaper and how they brushed
their teeth and showered. Most of us sing, hum or talk to ourselves when in
a shower. We may never be conscious of this but under controlled conditions, it is relatively easy to single out and identify someone in this setting.
Soon we learned their idiosyncracies. We knew them by the way they
got up in the morning and cleared their throats, by the way they slurped
their coffee, their laughter, and possibly even their actions in the bathroom.
Thus, we were able to not only listen, but when things became interesting,
to record everything that was said throughout the compound between these
German generals.
Many times, two generals who wanted to talk something over quite
privately and confidentially would meet somewhere in a quiet comer of the
garden, sit down on a bench, look around furtively, then empty their
thoughts and hearts to each other, believing that they were unobserved and
entirely unheard.
These cases were quite easy to follow, to record and to transcribe
afterward. Only once did we run into trouble and that was because of some
very unusual noise that sounded like thunder or railroad whistles. We
couldn't determine where it came from or what happened. It was impossible
to make repairs in the daylight to this complicated system of bugging
microphones because our presence was unknown and so we had to wait for
night time. Some of the British guards and gardeners could move about
quite freely, but they could not follow wires or check microphones.
We found that one of the microphones hidden in a tree was located a
few feet up from the ground in a hole where a branch had been sawed off.
While this was an excellent hiding place for a sensitive microphone, it was
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also a welcome home for finches who were unconcerned about wires and
other gadgets in that tree. When they started to build a nest and to peep
among themselves in their own language, the sensitive microphones picked
it up and amplified it to such an extent that these recordings proved to be
completely useless!
Making Trouble
The generals were given daily newspapers and were permitted to listen
to radio broadcasts, both British and German. They had no idea that they
were under close surveillance. There was a marked difference, nevertheless,
in how various professional generals reacted to the confinement as allied
prisoners.
Some of them were quite resigned to their fate and looked on the
continued course of the war from the perspective of being spectators. These
men felt that they had done their duty and could no longer contribute
anything to affect the outcome of the war.
Most generals were quite apolitical and not particularly enchanted by
Hitler, his ideas, and his takeover of the German General Staff. Others,
however, were quite rabid Nazis and tried to hold meetings to keep
everyone enthusiastically in line for the world-conquering dreams of the
Fuhrer. At first, things were quite peaceful and they got along well.
This did not serve our purpose. It was essential to stir up trouble. We
did this in several ways. We had noticed that the generals of Catholic faith
were much more conservative and much more objective than those who
were Protestant. We found a Protestant chaplain, a British officer from the
Intelligence Service, who spoke German fluently. He held the Protestant
services and, following our request, damned the Catholic Church quite
emphatically for interference in the course of the war through the Vatican.
These comments evoked heated discussion among the generals and
divided then into two factions - the Protestants, Nazis, or at least
sympathizers with Hitler's ideas who still hoped for a German victory,
against the more conservative Catholics whose attitudes were much more
critical. This meant private conversations between the Generals in each
other's rooms and these talks became quite interesting and valuable to us.
The Times of London Plays Games
The German generals always read The London Times. Even though its
size and scope had been curtailed during the war by various shortages of
labor and newsprint, its Sunday edition was still a voluminous one. One
section of the Sunday edition contained the Military and Naval
commentaries with explanations and interpretations of the various moves
made by both the Allies in North Africa and Sicily and the Germans in
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Russia and elsewhere, by a retired brigadier in the British Army who was
a recognized expert and had a popular weekly column in the Sunday
London Times.
Instead of the usual commentary, we faked a special edition of The
Sunday Times that was printed in only fourteen copies especially for the
Generals' Camp. This was done with the utmost precaution. In the bogus
volume, the British Brigadier supposedly discussed the various possibilities
which the Allies might take when invading the continent.
In this article, actual invasion plans were disclosed as if they were
merely a conversational possibility. The number of divisions that the Allies
intended to use in the assault was given, the actual landing beaches, the
number of tanks, and the type of landing tactics that would be followed. The
newspaper with this article was delivered to the Generals on a Sunday
morning. They congregated in the library as soon as they saw this article
and started a talkfest.
Some of the generals insisted that this might be a good approach for the
Allies to follow while others declared it to be a lot of humbug and that the
Allies would hit either in the Calais area or even further upward toward
Holland. They went into the various possibilities as to how they would react
with the troops at their disposal against such an invasion.
Note that the article also stated the approximate number of German
divisions, defending installations and units that we knew were available to
the German command in France to counter the invasion plans.
These discussions between German General Staff officers became most
interesting. They were transcribed and relayed to general Eisenhower's
headquarters. It was a type of 'war game' or map exercise, but instead of
having two teams playing the game in the roles of friendly forces and
enemy forces, this time the players had been actual German General Staff
officers who knew what they were talking about and on whom we could
rely as representing a good cross section of the Generals who would
actually oppose the allied armies when the invasion started in France.
Shortly thereafter, I was recalled, spent another two days at CSDIC and
then orders came to report for final combat training with the Combat
Intelligence Detachment of SHAEF, always referred to as 'special troops.'
After a farewell party, I left and reported to my next station in a picturesque
village, Broadway, in the hills of Cotswold, England.
Sweep through France
With all the celebrating going on [after the allies had established
themselves in France], it was not only difficult for the US Army
commanders to keep the troops together and to get ready to move on, but
it was equally frustrating for the French officials to reestablish authority to
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get the city [Orleans] going again. No one was very inclined to be serious
and attend to business.
A middle-aged Frenchman dressed in civilian pants, a faded French
officer's jacket, and kepi, had a great deal of trouble finding an American
officer willing to listen to his story. By chance, he latched on to Corporal
Harvey going down the street when he heard him speak in French to a
shopkeeper. He introduced himself as being a major in the FFI, French
Forces of the Interior, the Free French Underground. He said that he had
very important information which could help 'les Americains' a lot.
In civilian life he was the master of the railroad yard of Orleans,
handling freight trains. He had a lot of contact with the train crews that were
moving the freight trains around France, observed a lot and relayed all kinds
of information. The French railroaders were known to be very patriotic and
very anti-German.
Just that noon the French major had received news that a German
panzer division, fully equipped with tanks and plenty of ammunition and
gas, was in training on the Coted' Azur on the riviera and was heading north
to help stop the American advance. If true, this was hot news indeed. The
major went on. After the railroad leaves the coastline of the Mediterranean,
it passes through the hilly pre-Alpine countryside, the track leads through
valleys with many bridges and tunnels. For some 20 kilometers it runs
single track.
The Major wanted us to relay this information at once so that American
bombers could destroy some of the bridges or tunnels which would mean
a complete rerouting of the many trains requited to move the German
Panzer division. It would mean a delay of two or three days.
Bill Harevy listened patiently. He believed him and brought the major
to me. Although a little doubtful at first, I, too, was convinced when he
reached inside the pockets of his stained coat and pulled out crumpled
railroad maps complete with switching information, together with the latest
timetables and track information.
We jumped into our jeep with the major sitting behind us and headed
for corps headquarters. Luckily for us, Colonel John H. Claybrook, the G-s.
was just ready to go into the mess tent for supper. We waylaid him and told
him the story. He listened, asked the major a few questions with Harevy
acting as interpreter, and Colonel Claybrook had him retrace the railroad
track on a US Army map. He walked back to the radio truck. Now the
information was on its way to the Third Army and to Patton.
Upon receiving the information, the Third Army G-2 went at once to
Patton. He believed it. Within half an hour, the Tactical Air Force took off
and followed the railroad track south until they found the section with a
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single track. This being August, the days were long and it did not get dark
until after ten o'clock.
When they swooped down to do their bombing and strafing, their fire
was returned. The first of the trains carrying the German panzer division
had already reached that point. It turned out to be to our advantage! Putting
a few bridges out of order up and down the track not only delayed the
trains, but actually isolated several of them. Much of the equipment of the
Panzer division had to be abandoned.
The first intelligence coup of the IPW Team 10 had become a triumph
beyond our fondest expectations.
It was seven months later on March 12, 1945, and we were already
halfway through Germany, when Sergeant Bill Harvey was called back to
Luxembourg. At an imposing ceremony, the French government awarded
him the distinguished Croix-de-Guerre. Colonel Claybrook was made a
member of the Legion d'honneur by the grateful French. The citation of
both of them described their help to the F.F.I. major in Orleans and told the
story of the information which led to the German panzer Division's begin
stopped cold on the railroad tracks.
Twenty-four Hours SOP (Standard Operating Procedures)
After IPW team 10 joined the Second Cavalry Group in the sweep
through France, it was not long until a daily routing was established. This
combat operations routine was peculiar to the tactics and the mission
assigned to the mechanized cavalry attached to the US XII Corp of Patton's
highly mobile Third Army. It was mainly made up of armored and
mechanized units and it was constantly on the move to outmaneuver the
enemy.
The historical tactics of cavalry were always to 'hit and run,' move fast,
search out and surprise the enemy, ambush if possible, outflank him,
confuse him, then hit and withdraw. It was never a cavalry mission to stand
and fight for an extended period at a single time.
This was also true after the cavalry regiment was mechanized. It did not
have enough manpower; it could not take along enough ammunition or gas;
its armor was too light to make a long stand fighting. Its best protection was
its ability to move quickly, to get in and out in a hurry.
The mission of the Second Cavalry during WWII was to reconnoiter the
enemy and to screen the flank of our own forces. Only during the period in
Luxembourg when the group was reinforced was there a mission to hold
alone for more than a few days.
The Second Cavalry Group CP (Command Post) had an HQ company
with a few tanks and armored cars, many jeeps, a communications platoon
with mobile transmitters, and the cars and tents required for its commanding
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officer Colonel Reed, and his staff, mostly S-2 and S-3, Intelligence and
Operations officers advising Colonel Reed.
IPW 10 was attached to the Second Cavalry tdy (for temporary duty)
and worked from the base of its CP. There was a separate Rear Echelon HQ.
We seldom saw them. The Cavalry Group CP moved almost daily,
generally only once during 24 hours, occasionally twice or more a day.
While putting this story down on paper, Bill Harvey gave me a list of our
Cps from the vicinity of Ormes to Luneville: 24 major moves in 30 days
plus 16 of less than 10 kilometers!
Often the HQ Command function was carried out without making
camp, right from the vehicles parked in some grove or gully. Most
frequently, the CP moved either early in the morning or in the late afternoon
after an advance party had selected a new site with its units or with the XII
Corp HQ as well as liaison with the adjoining units, if there were any.
IPW Tea 10 had two jeeps and a quarter-ton trailer. As its CO, I rode
in one with my driver, either Stein or Harvey. The second jeep was
commanded by Master Sgt. Lipps with Sergeant Werder, or later, Sgt.
Wessely, and either Sgt. Stein or Harvey. This jeep was coupled with the
trailer. Later Harvey rode mostly with me.
The trailer held our 'business' equipment and our worldly possessions:
a blackout tent as CP and for interrogation, dining, etc., a locker with our
documents, books, typewriter, a field desk and chair, and a field cot, all
collapsible. Every item of our equipment was painted OF, meaning olive
drab, a dirty flat green - even the typewriter It was natural camouflage and
did not reflect light.
We seldom used the cot. However, other necessary items which we
carried were two Coleman gas lamps, two little Coleman stoves, one
dufflebag per man, three pup tents, sleeping bags, and some supplies such
as K- and C-rations, etc.
C-rations were all canned and had to be heated, but they could be eaten
from the cans. K-rations were small boxes, about 9" long, 5" wide and 3"
deep, in a waterproof carton. They contained concentrated food for a meal
for two. Included were cigarettes in a ten-pack, powdered coffee, chocolate,
biscuits, cheese, some meat spread, etc.
We did not like either because there were only four choices in Crations, including beef stew, something like chicken pot pie, and corned
beef. These could at least be made tastier with some 'liberated' wine and
possibly by adding some fresh vegetables, but the K-rations were hopeless.
They were good only for trading with the local population or the girls for
fresh eggs, tomatoes, sausage or to obtain some services - laundry, sewing
etc. Sometimes we confiscated the food carried by PWS - German
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sausages, smoked meat, and rye Komiss bread and gave them our K-rations
in exchange.
Our personal mess gear consisted of a mess kit, about 6"x3" and 8"
high, flat on one side and oval on the other, with a tight-fitting lid and
detachable handle for the top. The bottom was used to boil water, heat
soups and stews, and the top was used as a drinking cup.
Our rations included the first efforts of instant coffee made by Nestle,
a packet containing a bare tablespoon of coffee powder. Two of these little
coffee packets were the daily ration, pathetically short for our coffeedrinking habits. Since the drinking vessel held more than two cups, the
resulting coffee was a bland weak beverage that we tried to better with
plenty of sugar and possibly further improve it with a heavy dose of
'liberated' cognac. Nevertheless, we continually asked our loved ones back
in the States to send us jars of Nescafe. Our questionable beverage which
had been somewhat exposed to coffee was usually referred to as 'dishwater'
or 'glunk.'
The hot drink presented a continuing dilemma. If we were able to make
a hot brew of coffee or tea, using the metal mess kit and drink from it as
intended, we burned our lips at the same time. When the stuff was cold, it
was awful and not drinkable.
But there were other ways. Wine was plentiful! Wine and brandy had
to be consumed at once or hidden away. It was popular to use rubber
condrums, wash them of their medical taste and sink them into our
aluminum canteens, leaving the opening out of the bottle. Then we would
pour in the cognac or wine, close the neck of the condrum with a rubber
band, and push it all into the canteen, sopping it with water.
If there was an inspection, only the water showed and poured out. But
condrums had even better uses. They were stretched over the muzzles of the
guns on tanks, etc. They prevented dust and corrosion! Naturally, all of this
worried the medics who distributed this item to protect us from other evils.
Lets' go on. The flatware- eating utensils, knife, fork and spoon-were
not very practical as issued by the US Quartermaster. Everyone soon caught
on that the German mess gear was vastly superior. Part of their issue was a
stainless steel set of knife, fork and spoon which had the additional feature
of can opener at the end of the knife handle, and a clasp there also permitted
the three utensils to be held together firmly while stashed away in their
gear. It was a great improvement, otherwise each man found himself soon
lacking the knife, forks or spoon.
The German prisoners were therefore always thoroughly searched and
stripped of their flatware appropriated for the personal use of our soldiers
and officers. I still have my set now and use it on picnics. [Note: I used such
flatware as a girl scout in the 1950s in Switzerland, mb]
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Usually the CP move to a new location was made late in the afternoon.
It might be from three miles to 15 or 20 miles, either forward or laterally.
At first, we had trouble with the blackout tent, but soon we could put it up
even when it was pitch black during the night, and it did not take us more
than ten minutes at the most.
We always pitched our camp at a little distance from the Cavalry CP
because PW s that were brought in should not see its location. They might
escape and give it away. Yet we wanted to remain within the perimeter of
the CP Camp so that we did not have to post our own security which is
difficult with a team of only five or six men.
As soon as the camp was pitched, we ate our evening meal. We cooked
in the blackout tent. It had a double-flap entrance so that no light could
escape even when someone entered or left. Light was provided by a
Coleman gas lamp quite efficiently, and the cooking was done on two oneburner Coleman gas stoves. These appliances used the same gas as our
vehicles. We always carried two spare gas cans for each jeep, five gallons
in each.
Much of our intelligence work, the writing of reports and preparing of
map overlays had to be done at night time, so we had problems with
adequate lighting for our blackout tent. All CPs from company and troop
headhunters and higher were issued Coleman-type gas lamps. The gas tank
in the lamp had to be put under pressure with a small built-in hand pump.
A minute spray of gas then shot up through a microscopic orifice, begin
gasified in a carburetor on the way. The gas then went into a silk bag which
was lit with a match and provided an excellent lighting source provided that
it worked. If one was not careful, the silk bag carbonized and burned to
ashes. Silk bags were in short supply and if that happened, we were without
light. Candles would not do.
The Second Cavalry Corps CP had a one horsepower gasoline-driven
generator for the tent of the command post. Soon, we had a 150' extension
cord with a socket and light bulb at the other end which we hooked
surreptitiously onto the cable from the generator to Colonel Reed's tent.
Unfortunately, the generator which was referred to as the 'little puttputt' with its one-cylinder engine, made a lot of noise resembling a weak
outboard motor or small motorcycle. Even if it were persuaded to work for
a while we did not dare to use it in the vicinity of the German front line. It
was a dead give-away as to our location and would attract enemy patrols
and artillery greetings from the Nazis.
After the offensive from Luxembourg got under way and we crashed
through the Siegfried Line, we explored some German bunkers and found
a small German two-cylinder generator. We immediately dismounted and
packed it in our trailer. It ran with hardly any noise and we became the envy
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of others when we found time to set it up and get it running. As a matter of
fact, we finally had to chain it securely to the closest available tree, and
even then we discovered some of our 'friends' in the process of trying to
sneak it away for their own use.
At night, the report was typed, and before begin turned in for
distribution, it was discussed with Colonel Reed at Second Cavalry
Headquarters and with the S-2, Major Steinmetz. Corporal Harvey usually
typed the report. Some days, we issued one LR. - Interrogation Report; on
other days two or even three reports.
We made eight copies for our files, that of Second Cavalry S-2, one for
Colonel Reed, for 2nd Squadron, 42 Squadron, one for XII Corps, one for
Third Army, and a copy for our liaison to adjacent units. When in the field
on the move without time to put up tents or find shelter, Corporal Harvey
occasionally typed the report in a prone position on his belly, crawling
under our trailer to get out of the rain.
The report was a summary of all the day's information obtained from
the interrogation of PWS, their documents etc. Most important was to find
out all about the enemy units opposing us, their identification, meaning
number or name of divisions, enemy corps disposition, strength in number
of men, what type of equipment they had available, including tanks,
artillery etc., whether their ammunition and gas supplies were adequate, the
morale of the troops, what their orders were, names of commanders, and
any other observations that the prisoners had made before their capture, and
anything else.
Maps, documents, pay books, orders and other items in writing that
were found on their persons were reported. This information was doublechecked for accuracy as much as possible with information already on hand
or with statements from other prisoners and civilians, then summarized and
recapped.
This intelligence was transmitted first to our S-2 of the Second Cavalry
to Colonel Reed, and then up to higher headquarters and laterally to the
American units on our left and right side. We, in tum, received summaries
from these same sources. Very important new information, particularly the
identification of new divisions on our Front Line, was flashed to XIIth
Corps at once, also movements of larger troop bodies regardless of in which
direction they were moving. What might be unimportant to us could
possibly prove vital to other units at an adjacent sector of the Front. We
could also send up queries and requests for aerial photography etc.
Important PWS whom we believed to have more information of another and
more strategic and long-range nature, were kept apart and sent to Corps PW
Intelligence Center at once with our notations.
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Most PW s would not be kept more than a few hours with us and were
then sent toward the rear. We had no facilities and no reason to keep them,
once their usefulness to us was exhausted.
Generally we would know in advance when a group of them or even a
single PW would be brought to us because the CPs of the two Cavalry
squadrons would advise us by radio. The Cavalry Group HQ was never far
from the Front Line, at most two to five miles. We received the new PWs
within hours of their capture or surrender.
They had to have been immediately captured to be valuable.
Sometimes, the squadron Cps needed information promptly and we would
then go forward and interrogate them there on the spot and find out what the
CPs wanted. Patrols were sent out daily for the only purpose of getting
PWS for Intelligence.
Before long, we had built up a good relationship with the troops from
the Front, so they did not attempt to interrogate PWs themselves. This could
have proved disastrous for us later on. We did not care whether or not the
Gls kept their luggers (revolvers) and other souvenirs as long as they sent
us back all the documents which were most valuable for later interrogations
and verification of the information disclosed.
Early in the morning, mostly before sunrise, we would get up, wash,
cook a simple breakfast, read the information, chat with Colonel Reed and
the S-2, Major Steinmetz, help prepare the enemy portion of the situation
map, then break camp and be ready to move again at a moment's notice.
And so it went. Frequently, we interrogated en route to the next forward
command post.
The weather was quite good during our initial dash through France.
There was occasional rain, but not much. Only when we hit the Saar region
in November did it tum wet and cold.
Once we reached Germany and even in Luxembourg, we no longer used
our tents. In France, the population was friendly and we were not allowed
to requisition their homes, schools etc. for our own use. But once in
Germany, land of the enemy, this consideration was voided and we merely
told the Germans to move out with a twenty-minute notice, and made
ourselves at home.
Between the Siegfried Line and the Rhine, the population was placed
on strict curfew from nine a-clock or even seven until about six o'clock the
next morning. They had to bed down in schoolhouses and other public
buildings that had some sanitary facilities, Anyone found in the street after
curfew was considered an active enemy and fair game to be shot.
Later we had no time for this and made the people merely move into the
cellar while we took the room on the ground floor. We did not want them
above us and able to give signals through the upper windows.
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We were proud to be with the Second Cavalry, an elite professional
unit, and everyone behaved well. There was no wanton destruction of
civilian property. Some souvenirs were taken, to be sure, but there was no
willful destruction.
It was easy for IPW 10. We spoke their language and always received
the utmost cooperation form the civilians. That was not always the case
with other units.
The Germans were particularly afraid of colored troops. And there was
some reason. At that time, the Negroes were in separate units, mostly
quartermaster supply and maintenance troops. There were several instances
where a small village was surrounded by a couple of dozen Negroes. After
dark, the population was locked in the school house, a practice the Germans
were used to.
The girls between 15 and 30 years of age were then picked out and
taken to civilian's houses and raped wholesale. There were several court
martials in Germany after this, but rape was hard to prove because the
friiuleins had submitted without a fight, being too afraid to resist. US legal
standards, definitions and practices were applied.
Several times , IPW team 10 was split into two sections. Three men
were left at Cavalry HQ and the other two with a jeep were sent on a special
mission. Sometimes, half of the team was sent to another division or task
force for a few days. We were known to be versatile, thorough and good.
Since I had had special training at CDSIC in England, I was considered
sensitive to enemy capture and was not supposed to go forward beyond the
Squadron CP. But this was difficult to observe and was completely disregarded once the Siegfried Line and the boarder of German proper were
breached.
When we operated with two sections, Master Sergeant Henry Lipps was
in command of the other section. Most intelligence teams had two officers,
but Team 10 had Lieutenant Felix Arnstein only for a few weeks in
Normandy and then he received command of his own team. Trained and
experienced combat intelligence officers were in demand and not very
numerous.
In our dash through France and until we crossed the Rhine, we had a
French liaison officer with us, a Lieutenant Felix LaRue. He was treated as
the second officer of our team and acted that role. He was a professional
French officer and was most helpful. LaRue also spoke some German.
Altogether , we were able to operate in nine languages: English, French,
German, Italian, Spanish, Czech, Hungarian and Russian. Even some
Polish. Hungarian was the mother tongue of Sergeant Harvey, while Czech,
Russian and Polish were spoken by Sergeant Wessely, who took Werder'
s place after Lune ville when W erder was wounded by shrapnel under his
armpit and was evacuated.
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Yes, IPW team 10 was proud to be with the Second Cavalry and
Patton's Third Army. We felt as if we had been a part of the old dragoon's
right from the beginning. There were times when I took the place of the
Cavalry S-2 during periods when Major Steimmetz was absent. Colonel
Reed always found time to listen and to act when we were able to bring in
new information.
Wiedersehen in Switzerland
After Luneville, the second Cavalry Headquarters moved to Moyenvic,
east of Nancy. One Squadron alternately was on line in holding a position
while the other rested, refitted, or retained.
A week after the tank battles, I went to the Headquarters of the XII
Corps in Nancy and asked permission from its Chief of Staff, General
Canine, for a three-day leave to attempt reaching the Swiss border in order
to contact my parents whom I had not seen for five years.
After pondering the request, the general denied it. He had no
authorization to approve any leave, however short, while their units were
still in the zone of combat. However, he felt that considering the exploits of
my intelligence team, it would be very much in order to send the captain
and his driver for a short tour of inspection toward the zone of the Seventh
US Army which had just joined with us from the south and which was also
extended along the Swiss border. Within an hour, the orders were issued in
writing.
I went back and informed Colonel Reed that I would be gone for three
or four days with Sergeant Stein as my driver. We loaded our jeep and
drove to the Red Cross Station and the field PX in Nancy. There we bought
a maximum supply of sugar, coffee, chocolate, canned food and snacks,
cigars, cigarettes, good woolen socks and whatever else we could lay our
hands on.
The liaison officer from the Seventh Army gave us a road map and
cautioned that we would cross the zone of operations assigned to the First
French Army, commanded by General Lattre de Tassigny. This French
Army was made up largely of French Colonial Troops and the fierce
Senegalese which had joined the Free French in North Africa by crossing
the Sahara desert. In August of that year they had invaded the underbelly of
France around Marseilles with 'Operation Anvil' together with the US
Seventh Army.
The French colonials were good soldiers and excellent fighters with a
deep-seated hatred of the Germans who considered them to be sorts of
jungle monkeys. They had an insatiable thirst for the blood of the Krauts.
Neither was there any doubt whatsoever that they were also the world's
poorest, most nonchalant and greatest daredevil drivers. All of this was a
well-known fact.
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We drove southward with a last admonition still ringing in our ears: "If
you hear motor noises coming your way and honking of truck horns, get off
the road at once! Mine fields that the Germans left behind are considerably
less dangerous than the French colonials gone crazy with their new
American motor cars!"
That night we stopped at the headquarters of one of the Seventh Army
divisions and rested for a few hours. By noon the next day, we were nearing
the border of Switzerland.
A French gendarmerie post where we inquired how best to approach
Switzerland routed us to the Col-des Roches, a pass in the Jura mountains.
Several times, we were stopped and had to explain why we wanted to
approach neutral Switzerland. Finally a French Lieutenant of the Frontier
Police joined us in our jeep and we started up a winding road toward the
mountain crossing which is the frontier between France and Switzerland.
Suddenly we were there at the barricade made of heavy wooden logs
and barbed wire coils. There was no one in sight. At first we honked our
horn. Then I fired a few shots into the air with my revolver. A Swiss soldier
appeared and we waved to each other.
In Swiss-German I yelled that I would like to see a Swiss officer and
give him a message for my parents. He acknowledged understanding of my
request and disappeared. Another twenty minutes later, a Swiss lieutenant
in his field-gray uniform appeared and we chatted a while at the barricade.
I identified myself as well as I could and told him that I had not seen my
parents for more than five years. I hoped to be able to meet them
somewhere along the frontier since I could not go to Switzerland without
being interned as a member of the American Army in combat.
The lieutenant asked quite a few questions to make certain that I was an
original Swiss. I finally satisfied him when naming some of the officer of
the Swiss 29 th Battalion in which I had served in 1936. He stated that my
request would have to clear through the colonel commanding the regiment
operating in this part of the frontier. This would undoubtedly take some
time. He suggested that I drive back down the mountain and wait at a small
French tavern. He then gave us his name and exact location.
He continued telling me that there had been a lot of smuggling going
on around these parts. The Swiss and the French border guards had installed
a field telephone line in the location to keep each other posted. The Swiss
lieutenant believed that the phone was still in operating order. We said
farewell and then went back to the old French village inn, got ourselves a
room and were served a really fine venison dinner that evening. The
innkeeper acknowledged the existence of the field telephone line.
About nine o'clock I was motioned into the back room where the phone
was hidden in a closet. They asked for the American Captain Sperl. At the
other end of the line was the Swiss colonel. After identifying himself, he
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told me that he knew Papa Sperl in Bern and apologized that it had taken so
long to contact them. My parents had been out visiting. The colonel then
told me that Mama and Papa Sperl would be at the main frontier bridge in
Les Brenets, some eight kilometers away, by eleven the next morning.
We celebrated this joyous news with some of the locals in the tavern
that evening and did not get much sleep. An off-duty French customs
officer had joined our party and volunteered to accompany us the next day.
In the morning he contacted a French farmer within 200 hundred feet of the
border. The farmer was married to a cordon bleu [a master chef]. We could
visit there together and the farmer's wife would be happy to prepare a fine
lunch for us.
At a quarter to eleven the next morning, we were already at the bridge
waiting impatiently. Finally, I saw Mama and Papa approaching from the
other side. They wore their winter coats and overshoes, papa carrying his
cane and between them, they carried quite a sizeable suitcase.
We had given the customs officer and two French soldiers several
cartons of American cigarettes and there were no arguments. They lifted the
barbed wire barricade in the middle of the bridge promptly. My parents
crossed into France and we were in each other's arms. It was a joyous
reunion.
They climbed into the jeep and we drove to the little farmhouse where
a wonderful hot lunch awaited us. There was much to tell and the time
passed quickly, Two and a half hours later we had to say good-bye. Would
we see each other again? Papa was already approaching seventy, Mama was
not far behind and I was a US soldier on the fighting front.
It was quiet in the jeep driving back to the bridge. As my parents
dismounted, Mama said suddenly, "Where is our valise?" In the excitement
they had forgotten to give me their present. The suitcase they had carried
was stuffed with Swiss chocolates, Nescafe, woolen socks, smoked
sausages, cigarettes and everything else for "Ferdy, that poor American
soldier"! That broke the ice. Sergeant Stein and I exploded.
In hilarious laughter, we started to unpack our jeep and presented them
with our thirty pounds of sugar, twenty pounds of coffee, and everything
else that we had snitched away from the Red Cross and PX. It was so much
that they couldn't possibly cart it across the bridge themselves. So the
French border guards and the Swiss soldiers guarding the bridge shared in
the bounty as we said good-bye.
I can still see my mother and father as they disappeared on the other
side of the bridge. It had started to snow and their figures slowly
disappeared against the hillside just as the clock on the church struck three.
We returned to the tavern, picked up our belongings and started to drive
back. The next day we rejoined the Second Cavalry. It had been a
wonderful interlude.
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[End of excerpts]

Episode from Sperl's Time in Germany
Pfingstritt 1945
In May 1945 Sperl was the American officer in charge of the town of
Kotzting located in the Bohmerwald [the Bavarian Forest] between
Regensburg and the Czech border. In an article printed in the Kotzting
newspaper at the time of his death he wasgiven the following tribute:
Sperl made sure that the 17,000 soldiers of the 11th German Panzer
Division were demobilized in a quick and non-bureaucratic manner so as
to save the men from becoming prisoners of war for several months and
perhaps even from being handed over to the Russians. Many of the soldiers
hailed from Silesia and were not able to return to their homeland which was
occupied by the Russians; thus they remained in Kotzting.
He also endeared himself to the town by allowing the so-called
Pfingstritt - a traditional parade of horses at Pentecost - even though the
military regulations strictly forbade any public assemblies so soon after the
end of the war. When Sperl visited
Kotzting in 1995, he stated that he
allowed the Pfingstritt because he
wanted to avoid that the Americans
were seen as opposed to customs
which were connected to the
Christian religion.
Yet Sperl did not only allow the
Pfingstritt, but had also helped
provide the necessary horses since at
the end of the war there were hardly
any horses available. The horses in
Ferdinand Sperl on a Lippizan Horse, circa
the parade were actually the Lipizzan 1945
horses from the Hofreitschule in
Vienna. Because of the bomb attacks
on the Austrian capital the horses had been evacuated to Bohemia in the
Wes tern part of Czechoslovakia. Then when the Russian army advanced
toward the German border , Sperl and his soldiers were involved in a secret
operation which brought the horses into Germany on April 29, 1945. This
operation was dubbed 'Operation Cowboy' and was later used in a Disney
film.
Peoria, Illinois
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